Identification of candidates for tumor-specific alternative splicing in the thyroid.
Alternative splicing is the differential processing of exon junctions to produce a new transcript variant from one gene. Some aberrant splicing, however, has been shown to be cancer specific. Identification of these specific splice variations will provide important insight into the molecular mechanism of normal cellular physiology as well as the disease processes. To gain knowledge about whether alternative splicing is linked to thyroid tumorigenesis, we used our prediction database to select targets for analysis. Fifteen putatively new alternative splicing isoforms were selected on the basis of their expression in thyroid libraries and/or their origin in genes previously associated with carcinogenesis. Using a set of 66 normal, benign, and malignant thyroid tissue samples, new splicing events were confirmed by RT-PCR for 13 of 15 genes (a validation rate of 87%). In addition, new alternative splicing isoforms not predicted by the system and not previously described in public databases were identified. Five genes (PTPN18, ABI3BP, PFDN5, SULF2, and ST5) presented new and/or additional unpredicted isoforms differentially expressed between malignant and benign or normal thyroid tissues, confirmed by sequencing. PTPN18, ABI3BP, and PFDN5 revealed a statistically significant differential splicing profile. In addition, real-time PCR analysis revealed that expression of an alternative PFDN5 variant was higher in malignant lesions than in benign lesions or normal tissues.